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By Evan H. Schuetti and J-s C. McCulloch

A method for the calculation of the buckling strees af a
multlweb wing in bending is presented, end design charts based
on tiis method exe developed for “theminimum-weight design of
nmltiweb wings of 2@ -T aluminum-alloy sheet, extruded ~-T al-m
alloy,end extruded O.lHTA magneeium alloy. These charts make possible
the design of the Mghtest w@gs ot this tw for a wide r-e of
design requirements.-An exampieof the usA-

rNmoEutxmoH

Because of the smaJJ abaoh~te depth of
sane designers me considering the use & a
that employs & number of shear webs with no
of the skin (?mltiweb w5ng]. For a wjng of

of the charts is given.

thin high-speed wings,
type of construction
int+xmediata stiffen@
this tjqle,a9 for any

high-s~eed.wing, the requirements of a &mooth surface-or a high
torsfcmal stiffness result in the use of a fairly thick skin. If
the aspect ratio of the wing is relatively low, the compressive
stresses due to I.mndimgof the wing may be low and the problem of
buckling, therefme, a minor cme. If the aspect ratio is relatively
high, however, the buckling of the structure due tm bending may be
of wlmary signfficence, in spite of the relatively thick skin.

The p?esent report considers a multlweb wing in which the
buckl.hg of the wets end compression ah under beznd5nglads is
of primax~ sign~ificancein the desi~. A method for calculating
the buckling stress is ~ovided and design charts are presented
from which the proportions for minimum weight can be chosen. An
example of the use of the design chqrts ib given.

The methods %y which the vaxious charts were pre~ed are
discussed W apgsnd-ixesA and B. Appendix C gives a discussion of
the effects of shear ~ the webs.
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sYMBoIs

area per chordwise inch of web and cmpremsion skin, inches

plate stiftiess ti bending, tich-kips

(m)

~t3

X21-IF

Young’s modulus of elasticity, ksi “

momnt per chordwise inch, inch-kips per inch

in+x3nsitycf ccmpresei.ve
of plate y = O, kips

titensity of distributed
of plate x = O and

force in x directicm at edge
per inch

forces in x direction at edges
x= A, kipElper inch

stiffness per unit 16%* of elastic restraining medium
or amplitude of sinusoidauy applied mamnt divided by
amplitude of resulting sinusoidal rotation of elastic
medium in quarter radians

13tlffnessin mcment-tistributlonanalysis for fax edge
supported vith r.,restraint agaimst rotation

stiffness In moment-distribution analysis for far edge.
sup~rted and subjectd to sinuscldally distiibuted
mcm.entequal and o~siti to nmmnt ap@led at near edge

extamal work of a~lied stress

fnternal energy of deformation

Hh my
al, ~ Fourier coefficients of

G

b ‘- width of plate element, inches

i, $ n integers ,
.

k nondimensional critical-stress coefficient for plate-
buckllng fozmula

#

. .

.

t thickness of plate element, inches
.

r



plate -buckling deformation, normal.to plane of the @ate

plate coordinate in direction of stress —

plate coordinate, perpendicular to dtrection of stress

()
ratio of haL*‘r=~e 7mgth to plate width ~

Lagmngian multiplier

nondimensional ccefficient that
of modulus oi’el~sti.ci+mfor

talzesinto account reducticm
stresses above the elastic

range; within th6 elastic r~e, q = 1

Poisson’s ratio

halfwave length of buckles in lo~tudinal directioa,
inches

nondimensional aestraint

longitudinal cc?@r%13E!$ve

shear strees, ksi

ratio of sheer stWess T

()@obcoefficient given by the fozmula —
D

Mress, ksi — .-

actual.lypresent to critical
sheer S&eSS Tcr when no other-stresses are present

ratio of bending stress
bending stress uCr

amplitude

Wbscripts:

P referring

r’ referring

s skin

w web

cr critical

of sinusoidal

toplate

to redraint

G actually pre86nt to criticql
when no other stresses are present

edge rotation
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q compressive yield

eq equivalent

BUCKLINGSTRESSOFA MUEMW! WING

SiqplifytngJ?Smmptions

●

For purposes of &nalyeis, the mul.tiwebwing has been idealized
to an infinitely wide,infinitely lo% integral flat-plate structuro
of the type indicated in figure 1. A discussion of the effect of
each of the simplifying assumptims employed follows:

~i.n.itewidth .- For a wing with fcnu?or more ehear webs, the
error made in asmming infinite width should be quite mall.

J32finltel.eWth .- l?heassumption that the tin~ is Minj.tely
long may %e considered conservative because the Irmerticm of uprights
on the webs, or of bulJib.cadsor ribs, would tend to force the Wckling
into wave lengths other th:.1its natural wave length snd thus to
raise the ‘JucKMng Blmess. The amount of conservatism, however, is
probably quite small for normal spaci~ of uprightw, bulkheads, or
ribs,

Q.+++mal natyre of ~8~a structxlm.- No publlshed data are
available to indicate the effect of riveted or otherwise aescmibled
Joints in al.terlngthe buckling stress fram that for em integral
(or continuous) r3tructure. The effect would depend grmtly on the
design of the attachment. Olm.ervationsmade in the course of other
research wogrems ha’veindicated that the effect is probably quite
small for conservatively designed conventional attachments.

$Uat ccpwession sk~. - The assumption of a flat compreuslon
skin is consei~atlve.,as the introduction of cuxvature would tend
to increase the Imckling strees. A~ain, however, the amount of
conservatism is probab~ small, because the multiweb canstruction
1s most applicalde to very thin wings, where tlm deviation from
flatness In the region between webs is qul.tesmall.

SimnLe SUw?.)ort at lower ecke ’23webs.- Because the tension skin
will always provide a fhits emount-of restaaint against web buckling,
the replacement of the tension skin by a simple sup~rt is conserva-
tive. For one check case discussed in appendix A, however, it was

NACATN NO. 1323
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found that an increa~e of the restraint at the lower edge of the
web all the way from simple support to complete fixity produced
em increase of mly 0.8 pe-cent in the buckling stress. ..—

Qymetr~al bendinq.- In the analysis, the neutral axis was
assumed to he at the center of the web. Whether this assumption
is vakid for a particular ‘wingdeyend.eupon the relative thicknesses
of tension and compression skins and upcn +.hesymmtry cr
as~wmetry of the airfoil section;

_—
If skin thicknesses are

dictated by torsional stiffness and if camber is small - bcth
ccmditions being l,ikelyin very thin wings - the assumption of
symmetrical herding ~hould not represent a very severe departure
frcm the actual ccnditicum.

We hsn5fnR. - In the calculation of the buckling loads end
the preparation of’the design charts, the wtng.is.assumed to be
subjetted to pure lending and the effects of shear.,torsion, and
local air leads are rie@ected. If the aspect ratio of the wing
is’high the buckMnZ of the structure due
yrimary si@fic@nce. Even ii’the aspect
there may %e sufficient she,~ on the wing
of pure bend- (zero shear in the webs).
assumption is made in appendix C.

to ‘bendingmey be of
ratto is high, how~ver,
to preclude the assumption
An evaluation of this

Charts for Calculation of Buckling Stress

The chart for ced.culationof the buckling stress of a multiweb
wing, based on the preceding simplifications, is given in figure 2.
The method of _preparaticmof this chart is discussed in appendix A.
This chart is of a type similer to those given in reference 1 for
colmns of I-, Z-, channel-, and rect~-tube section, end those
@ven in reference 2 for web- and T-stiffened compression panels.

‘crThe elastic stress — in the compression surface at which buckMng
~

takes @ace is giyen by the formula

(1)

The value of Ifs for any given set of dimension ratios is picked

from figure 2, and the values of E end v are for the material
being considered.
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The value cf acr, prcbably ccmervati.m, can be obtained, /

I~Gr 7 i~ knovn, from the cuxvee for

structural materials given
of Z_... can be estimated

in r@erences 3
from these same

v&.i~~ ~lrcraft

to 9, and the value
references.

I13sK2wCHARTS

Discussion of Charts

Desi,~ che.rtsfor
obtained from figure 2

multiweb win@j based on buckling streeses
and experimental data from reference~ 3, 5,

and$?,are given in fiCures 3 to 6. The methcd ty which the &&IEYi&
charts are prepared is outlined in appendtx B. Charts are premnted
for 2kS_’17aluminum-alloy ~heet, extruded 7“5S-Teluminum alloy, end
extruded 0-lHr2!Amagnes?.umalloy. A second clmrt for O-lKIM which
makes possible direct com~rison with the other two materials is

also presented. Lack of experimental.deta at the present time
prevents the preparation of charts for a high-strength &Mminum-
alloy sheet material or for mag.e~ium-alloy eheet. it has ??een
assmed in the preparation of the charts that one cf the desl~
requirements for a rriultiwebW* is that buckling ehsl.1not be
permittqd under say flight ccnditicn. The value of 5- Wed in

the preparaticm Gf the chsrts was consequently never allowed b
exceed l.~er.”.

The quantitj.eswith which the charts am entered are h/%
(the ratio of depth to skin thickness for the wing) and M h t

d w s’
which dqfines the loadlng condition.

/
(The quantity Mi ~,t~

represents the highest stress attainable, as it is the stress that
would be developed’were the entire load carried in the skin alone.)
The quantities h be read frcm the charts are the dimension
rati&3

If ~

meamre
design.

and the

If

$l/tS ~d ~/~ ~dtieefficiency pammter l$/b#l.

and b
/

~ are fixed, the value of Mi vi is an inverse

of the area(and thus also of the weight) of the resulting

‘e ‘i@er ‘e ‘alw ‘f %/%% ‘e less ‘e “ei@t
@?eater the efficiency of the structure.

two materials of different densities are being considered,
the comparative values of Mi I@i for the two materia16 provldo”

/
an inverse measure of the comparative areas lmt not of the

●

✌
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comparative weights. Sn order ta make possible direct weight .
comparisons between aluminum end extruded 0-2ETA magnesium alloy,
figure 6 has Yeen prepared, in which the value of Ai has been_

replaced by Ai ~ the area per inch of m’ alwmhnm structmre of
eo- -.-,

the same weight as the ma~es ium structure. SimilarU,, %/%&

‘d %Jtsare replaced by ratios based q equivalent .@lic’heSSeS

of aluminum,
/

Jfi %ts /
ana~ts .””-

eq eq

Example of Use of a Desi~ Chart

The procedure in using the design charts can best be illusfiated
by carrytng through a sample des~gn. Sup@se the value of ~

is 300 inch -kips per inch and the wing depth ~ is 15 inches. For
comparative purposes, !24s-T aluminum-alloy deeigns %i~ be ~de for
values of skin thickne~s ‘s of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 inch. The

procedure Is then as outlined in the followlng table:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (~) (6) (7J (e) (9) I (10) (11)
,- .—

% % % %/ ~ Mi &d h~ Ai Ai+ts ~~;yf t,
—.. .— — —.

fil)~ts ts % < vi (in) (in) (in) (in)

from fig. 3
~ 3cQ

@)x&) (5) ~~~(@ 0)+0) 14.4%(10)

0.4 moo 37.50 0.433 1.497 29.9 0.181 10.020.6691.069 15.4

●5 40.0030.00 ●3051.000“30.7.152 15.00 .632~.152 16.6

.633.3323.00 .225 .737[28.6 ●135 20.36 .6991“299 18.7
—

Because the value of At includes only the compression skin

and webs, the thiclmess of the tension skin is added (colwm (LO))
before &e structural wei@t of the wing is corcIput@. This structwl
weight of the wing is, of course, a minimum value, which would be
increased by the weight of any attachments and fittings required.

The _&ree dOBignS axriveE at in the foregoing table are
illustrated in figure 7. These designs might be tailed the ideal
ccnfiguratiom. They wGuld undaibtedly have to be adJusted in any

—.
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given case to mske use of avalla%le sheet gages and to provide
an lnte@?al number of sheet bays across the width of the wingo
Such adjustments must naturally depend on the particular circum-
stances in each design. After the adjustment is made, tie safety
of the fWal design can be estimted through figure ‘2and the
appropriate curve of ctmx against ucrfl fromreferences sto~.

It should not he concluded from the exemple that a thicker
skin always results in a greater wing weight, because for scmm
dimension ratios a sli~tly lighter design was found to be
obtained by using a tiicker skin.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Comd.ttee for Aeronautics

L8x@ey Field, Vs., April 1, 19h7

$
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APPENDIX A

9

PREPARATION OF CHART 3UR CALCUIATION OF BWXLIEG SEIESS

Sumnary of Procedure

The preparation of the chart for the calculation of the
buckling stress of a multiweh wing was accomplished in two steps.
First,,a calculation was carried through and a chat ~epered- for
obtaining the lnzcklh.gstrem of a plate undergoing bending in &e-
plane of the plate, with the tension edge simply supported and the
compression edge subjected to various degrees of elastic restraint.
Second, the interaction of such a ylate end the compression skin
was considered and from these considerations the chert of f@re 2
was prepared.

Buckl@~ Stress of a Plate in Bendiug

For the calculation of the critical etress of an infinitely
long flat plate under bendi~ forces in the plane of the plate
the energy methcd was used. The plate is simply supported along
the tension edge and su%jected to various degrees of el~tic
restraint along the compression eQ3et me elastic res~a~t. % .
assumed to arise from an el=tic medium distributed along the
compression edge; this elastic medium has the Wsic property that
a sinusoidally applied mamen-tcauses a sinusoidal.rotation in phase
with tie’moment. Thus, this elastic medium is equivalent to the
ccqmession skin when the wave len@&s of the medium and the compression
skin are equal. The critical stress of the plate is obtained from
the candition of neutral stability in which the work done by external
forces must equal the strain energy of the luckled plate plus the
energy of the restraining medium

FL@re 8 shows the coordfnati system and the plate dimensions.
The intensity of tie distributed forces acting in the middle plane
of the plate is given by the equation

“=N+-2i) (Al)

The deflection surface of the buckled plate cen be represented by
the series m

{J@)._
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Substitution of equation (A2) in the expression for the strain
ener~ of bending (for this case equation lgg, reference l.O) gi.vee

where Vp is the strain energy of the %uckled plate per half wave.

The expression for the energ of “therestraining ~edium per half
wave”is

where 8 iB tie amplitude of the sinusoidal edge rotation and
is given by

Substitution of equation (A2) in the expression for the work done
by external forces on the plate (for thi.ecase equation 201,
reference K) gives

—.

●

✎

(A6)

where T is the work done by the tensile and compressive forces
during buckling. EqW3ting this work to the Strain enerfzyGf %end~
FIVS the energy of the.restralnin~mediwn a@ making the 6ubst3tutions

I+rE
so=—

4tj/
*

,.

,. ._
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gives the following

w.—

IL

exp2esf3Ion in
%

\
~v2

+1 %2(1 + P2n2)2 + 2c82# _ .
16p2~ ‘f m

Lx
anaini

X4 # n=l i (n2 - i2)2
(A7}

=

The coefficients

expression for
%a

that

(n*imust%e odd.)

an must be so adjusted as to make tine

@nimum with the constraining relationship

m

(A8)

This result is accomplished by means of the Lagrangian multiplier”
method outlined in reference 11. The expression to be minimized is.

(A9)

(n * i must be odd)

with the constraining relationships (.48)when y is the undetendned
Lagran@an multiplier. ‘Takingderivatives of this expre6~i~ WW
respect to e end the coefficients ~, equating these derivatives

to zero, and simplifying gives the following set of linear
—

homogeneous equaticum:
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Foiathe
sufficiently

(n ~ i muet be odd) [

J

(AI.0)

~%~~ann-
y=o

n n=l

Purpose of these calculatims it is considered
accurat8 to set

aJ+8 = 0

where J =0,2, 4, . ..@. Then,

16P2~i

[

29 4e4 ‘ &6 1ai=+1i-Bzip)z~iz-4)2 + (ip “ 16)2 + @ - 36)2 -

.

(i = 1,

,

7iIc

~’

3, 5, ““”~)

Substituting this equation
following set of stalili%y

intg the equations (AI.O) fj’ivesthe
equatione:
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w

T--—
i=l,3,5. m#

@

x
i=l,3,5. . .

e
/

L=X5 . . ●

6i2

“[ 16f32kwsnJr -.—
‘=1+ # 2

i=l,3,,3. ● .
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In order that equaticxm (All) be com~atible, the determinant
of the coeff3cieqty3mus:,,venish. The 3.owestvalue of ~1 for which

i

this determinemt vanished is the desired buckli~-skress coefficient.

Fi~e 9 shows a chart calculated frcm equatlozz~(All) with
v81ues of ~,plotted against ~~~ forvarioue .alces ofa

parameter C, termed the ‘%estraint coefficient” alcmg the compression
edge. The restraint coefficient c is giver.b~ the expresslm

for the type of restraining medium ~which a sinusoidally applied
moment causes a sinusoidal rotation. With the”coefficient ~

known, the elastic buckling stress ‘cr/q can be calculated from
the’expression

(AU)

For the syecial case of elastic restraint along the teneion
edge wi’ththe compression edge simply supported, the came equations
cen “t)eused as for elastic restraint slang the compremicn e~e,

1

It is mily necessary to obtain ne~&tive valv.eeof ~q from

equations (Ml). The mlnimub.negative value of 1% for Mm restraint

cceff~cient ~ = co (complete fixity along the tension e~e) was
calculated and was found to differ from that for C = O (simple
suywmt along the tension e~e) by on?.y0.8 percent. ~~~~, ~ ~fs
caae the asaumpt)$onof simple support at the lower edge of the webs
i6 conservative hy cm.].yapproximately 0.8 percent.

Buckling Stress of aMiiltiweb Wing

The buckling ~treas of a multiweb wing was cal.culatedby an
application of the principles OF moment distrih.tion to the
stability of thin plates, !l%i~method ie presented in reference Y2. .
FoP a structure composed of long plates under longitudinal load the
condition of neutral.stability @ves the critical buckling stmes
for the structure and is obtained by setting the sum of the stiffnemx!s ,

r
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of the members of any Joint equal to zero. Ii’the joint is assumed
to be the intersection line bstween a web element and the compression
skin, the total stif_fmessof the joint must be zero:

r@v +SIIW=O
s

(A14) ‘-

Also, for equilibrium of the web. the restraint offered to the web
must equal the negative of the..~tiffnessof the w-eb:

c(v .S11

G-w= w
(Al~) “-

Substituting equation (Al~) in equation (Alh) and eimpliryi~ in
order to obtain the st3.ffnessof the compression skin in terms of
the restraint offered to the web gives ,—

.- (A36)

As the stress in the web at the Soint must equal the stress in .
tie skin at the joint for equilibrium,

or
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It h also neceseary that the h.slfwave length of the web equal.the
half-wave length of the skin

or ?3
~~

ii=T (A18),.~

The critical buckling stress of tho multiweb wimg is, thercfwo,
the lowest ntress that satisfies the three conditions (.equations(A16),
(A17), and (A18)) simultaneously. The buckling coefficient Pa 1s

determined by trial calculation and lnter~olation so that these
conditions are nmt. The stiffness of
different values of the parameter km

the stiffness te.blesof reference 13’;
for different values or the parameter

from fQure 9 herein. t

the ~omyrossion 6kin for--
and ~ was obtained from

The sttifness of the web

?s and kS was obtained

From theso calculations the chart of figure 2 wes constructed
with ~aluea of ~ ~lotted against various dimensim ratios

0’ %/’s /‘d % bs’ When the buckling coefficient ~ is

lmown, the elastic critical.stress fcr the multiweb wtng ce,nbe ‘“-
ctilculatadfrom the equation

(A1.9)

.

t

. . . ..

.

.

---
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~QI@J CE,

Selecticn of Parameters

In order to prepare design chezts, it is necessary to how
What faCtOr6 KUSt be CGn~ider8d des~.qnCGnditiGnS ~d What faChrS
can be varied at the will offthe designer. In order that the chart
for each ~terial may be completely ~eneral, it is also desirable
that the parameters sel.ected’beeither dimensionless or in units
of stress.

For the design of a multiveb wing, the more important fixed
condlti.onsto be met are usually the moment per chcrdwise inch, the
depth of the wing cross section, and the skin thiclmess. These
design conditions can be specified in terms of the 1370 parmeters

/‘1 %*S
and \T/t5~ The q=tity ~/~ts represents the highest

stress athalnable, es it is the stress that would be developed
were the entire load carried in the skin alcne. The quantity ~/tS

is simply the ratio of depth to skin tiiclmess for the wi~.

The thickness and spacing of the shear webs can be varied to
produce the required stre *h.

7

These quantities can be expressed
in terms of the ratios %J ts @ bW/bS,

It is also desirable to have a parareter that gives a measure
of the structural efficiency of the de~ign. Such a quantity
is M-@#l , Vith Mi and ‘~ ftied, this quantity is an inverse

measure of the area and thus, for given density, also an inverse
measure of the wei@t of the compression skin and webs.

preparation of Design Charts —

The procedure h preparing the charts is es~entially one
of working baclcm”d.frGm cartaln proporticms of the winG tG the
design conditions for which these proportims provide ‘&e most
efficient cross section. The starting conditbns are taken as

quantities will now be evaluated in terms of these fixed values.
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The aea per chordwise inch of compression skin and wets Is
given by the exea included In one hay divided by the width of that
bay:

%% + h?%
‘i =

%

and,

IThe value of Mi I@i is then givenhy

Mi %l%?%—.
vi = ‘i~ -j3

=-

1+%%.—
‘s %3

(Bl)

(IK2)

witlhthe neutral axis at the center} the value of 6-, which

is the strese that must be developed in order to carry the z&Uent,
iB given by

—.

-—

.

—
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which reduces to

19

. . ,.

.,

h- .:.(B3)

The value of u~r1q corresponding to is taken from figure 10
%3X

for the material under consideration. The right-hand portion of the
curves in figure 10 are o%tained from references 3Y 5, and 9. (The
curve for 24S-T eheet is a lower en,velopeof the curves of ref6rence
and the curves for extruded ~~-Tand extMuded O-lH~ are an average
of the cwrves of references 5 and 9.) The stratght line at the let%
is simply a ylot of the equation FH = l.~cr . ~d5aSr (for

a
the renge covered,, L7cr= * ) and is besed on the a~sumption that

no buckling of a multiweb wing should be permitted under any
fllght condition. The desi~ ultimate stress must then never
exceed l.~cr.

If ~lt~ ~d ~[~~ are ~own, the val-ucof ks can be

picked from figure 2. Then%y tW3nspositton
equation (1),

of the terms In

and
.—

%=~wbg=%
/

I&%
.—

‘s % ?3 bs 12(1- K#)ac+
(j34)

3,

The foregoing calculations show the design conditions that apply
to a given combination of values of ~/t~ and ~/bS. TMS

combination, however, may not be the most efficient way of m6eting
those design conditions. In order to find the moat efficient
proportions, ~/bS is varied for each ~/tS to obtain aserles
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of $p~. Then, for each value of ~) tS (with a

T?ACATN NO o

~iven value

1323

I‘f ‘1/%%)’ a-e ‘f ‘i %% ~ahst bwl% ‘s ‘btiined”
The envelope of all these curves shows the-maximum efficiency
attainable, and the point of tamgency of each curve to the envelope
shows the value of ~/t3 to which each ~ltS corresponds. The

point along the individual cwrve at which it becomes ~ent to tine
envelope indica%s the value of ~ bs.

I
Actually, it was found that, in the elastic

of %JI%s givir43~im~ efficiency for a given

(see figs. 3(b), 4(b), 5(b), and 6(B)) and that,

range, the value

~/ t~ was constant
above the elaatic

range, the vari~tlon from this value was not
sin@.e value of ~fbs for each ~~~ was

preparation of the charts.

appreciable. Thfs
therefore used in the

,

1

r

.

.
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A22ENDIX C

21

EFITCT OF SEEAR IN TEE WEBS ON TEE HJCKGING

STRESS OF MULTIWEB W?NGS

The yresent analysis treats the problem of a multiweb wing in
which the buckltng of the webs and compression skin under %ending
loads is of primary significance. Even thou@ the bending loads
may be of primary significance, the webs and ctipressibn skin wiU-
be under a Corrhinationof bending and shea loads. The sheer stiesses
in the skin should be low in order @ obtain tcmsional stiffness and
thus will be neglected. The interaction of the shear and bending
loads in the we%s, however, m~t be considered” me siw~est mefiod.
of considering shear in the webs is by means G: an interaction curve
so that the approximate effects can be determined.

Interaction Curve

Figure 11 shuws an interaction curve adapted from figure 194
of reference 10. This curve Is for a flat rectangular plate simply -
supported along the e~es and stijected to a conibination of shear
and hen-. From reference 10, it appears that the interaction
curves are substantially independent of the asyect ratios and the
curve given In figure 11 is em average of those given in reference 10.

The shear-stress ratio R is the ratio of the shear stress T
actually present in the plate % the critical shear stress of tie
plate Tcr when no other stresses are present. Similarly, the

bending stress ratio ~ istheratio oftie bending stress o

actually present in the plate to the critical bending stress of the
plate acr when no other stresses are present. Thus, the interaction

curve gives the various combinations of bending and shear stress that
will cause Inzckling of the plate.

Effect of She~in~ Stress on Multiweb

Wi~ Design

A designer may make a preliminary design of a ?m.iltiwebwin~
based on bending loads alone. T!heshear stress in the webs T
=d the critical shear stress Tcr are then calculated and from
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these values the dear-stress re,tto R~ is ottalned. The value of

the critical shear stress for #im@y supportid edges Tcr can be

calculated, once the wel dimensions and material are known, by the
method end charts of reference 14. The value of Tcr computed M

this manner is probally slightly conservative since the web would
be restrained along the up~er and lower edges. With the ratio R~
established, figure 11 can be entered and the ratio ~ obtal.ned.
Thie ratio Rb is, thenj the ratio of the bendlm.gstress a actual.1.y

allowable in the web to the critical bendl.ngstress acr when no

other stresses are present. Since acr for the preliminary design

may be obtained by the use of figure 2, the allowable bending
stress a can be obtained. This stress a, act- in combination
with the shear load, will csnse buckling of the wing.

It may be noted from figure 21 that considerable shear can be
present without greatly reducing the buckli~ stress for the webs
in bending.

.

.

!’
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